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KEY
FEATURES
Music Maestro provides comprehensive
functionality that supports all parts of
the publishing administration process.

The key features are all included within
the price of the software license.
Additional optional modules are also
available, and are described later in this
overview.
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KEY
FEATURES
Songs Database

Common Works Registration

Royalty Management

Royalty Statements

Catalog Shipment

Reporting & Analysis

Manage everything you will ever need to
know about a song in one central database.
Capture data about songs and their recordings,
including copyright and royalty information,
territorial ownership, AKAs and clearance rights.

Calculate royalties and generate statements
which can be sent physically or digitally to
clients and interested parties. Calculate and
report in multiple currencies, and run reports to
validate receipts for licensed works.
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Register works electronically and receive status
notifications using a standard file that can be
sent to multiple societies simultaneously. Build
a database of agreement information that can
also be re-used for registrations and enquiries.

Transfer catalog data to and from sub-publishers
and affiliates electronically, with a shipment file
format that eliminates the need for any manual
data entry. Over 200 publishers use the Vistex’s
Counterpoint Suite format for sharing data.

Use simple tools to manage complex royalty
terms quickly and easily. Administer deals
with different rates for a single client; group
sources of income such as specific territories
and manage rates across the group; manage
multiple royalty terms for a work where there
are different rules, for example writers affiliated
to different societies.

Generate management reports which show the
financial performance of your catalog. Music
Maestro includes standard reports such as top
earners, net publisher share, and advance
recoupment, and you can export key data to
Excel from within the application for further
analysis.
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FEATURES
Attachments

Bulk Amendments

Update values for multiple works at once.
This makes it easy to manage changes to data
across a large catalog, so that you won’t have to
individually edit each work.

Import and export data without
programming or code. Use Music
Maestro’s predefined import types to
load data from any source, and export
views to publish data to systems or
file formats.

Archive

Custom Fields

Reminders

Upload files, or links to files, into Music
Maestro, giving you a single place to store,
manage and view everything related to your
clients and contracts.

Keep the entire history of your income data
and client royalty statements at your fingertips,
so you can quickly respond to requests for
information about past periods or reissue a
client’s statements.
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Create and manage your own additional data
fields in Music Maestro, so you can capture all
of the metadata required by your business even
if there isn’t a standard field for it today.

Maestro Data Gateway

Configure email or pop-up reminders to make
sure you never forget key events such as rate
changes or contract renewals.
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KEY
FEATURES

Security

Control which users can access Music Maestro
module by module, and create security groups
which allow you to control the data they can
add, edit, view or delete across the application.
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ADDITIONAL
MODULES
Vistex’s Counterpoint Suite includes
additional modules which can make
Music Maestro even more powerful and
valuable to your business in a number of
key areas.

These modules require a software licence
that must be purchased in addition to
the core Music Maestro application.
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Administration & Participation

Invoicing

Licensing

Set up and manage your administration and
participation deals. Capture full deal details and
terms, including profit shares, net terms, finders
fees, etc.

Create self-billing invoices for your clients,
which include automatically calculated sales and
withholding taxes.

Create synchronization, permissions and mechanical
licenses. Enter licence information including
territory, use type, terms and fees, and generate
the physical licence agreement with a customizable
Microsoft Word template.

Run reports by catalog owner or co-publisher
to quickly identify royalties generated by
administration and participation deals.
Why do I need Administration & Participation?
Unless Music Maestro stores the relationship
between a writer and publisher for an
administration or participation deal (which
this module does), you would have to know or
remember that relationship existed when reviewing
standard reports.
The module makes it easy by providing income
reports for administration and participation types.
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Customize invoice templates in Microsoft Word,
which Music Maestro uses when merging reporting
data.

Why do I need Invoicing?
Invoicing removes the tedious process of
having to manually create invoices for clients.
Even better, it allows you to provide excellent
customer service because your clients don’t have to
go through the process of invoicing
you, either!

Once issued, you can easily see all licenses
associated with a work, track the status of a licence,
and configure reminders for options.
Why do I need Licensing?
Managing licenses manually means storing
information in two places. You have to look up data
from Music Maestro in order to copy it into your
license document.
When someone queries a licence, you have to
search through your folders for the information, but
with the Licensing module the information is at your
fingertips.
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Maestro Report Writer

Metadata Export

Music Source

Design and distribute your own reports based on
your Music Maestro data.

Send copyright and recording information to third
parties such as YouTube, allowing them to match
you to the music videos for your works. Log exports,
so you can track what data has been sent to whom.

Take your catalog online and search using attributes
such as genre, vocal style, tempo, release year, etc.
Stream or download broadcast-quality versions of
recordings of your works.

Allow colleagues who don’t use Music Maestro to
view and run reports on a web-based report viewer.

Why do I need Maestro Report Writer?
Writing your own reports can unlock valuable
information about your business, and Maestro
Report Writer allows you to build reports and share
them with colleagues.
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Create playlists for pitching to potential licensees,
and track how the pitch is going.
Why do I need Metadata Export?
If you want YouTube and others to pay you faster,
you need to provide them with the information they
need using Metadata Export.
Otherwise, you are relying on the third parties
having sufficient information to pay collection
societies. Without the correct data, they will not be
able to make payments for unmatched songs.

Why do I need Music Source?
Making your catalog available online means your
licensing department, agents and licensees can look
up what you own and listen to it without having to
be a core Music Maestro user.
You also make it easy for licensees to audition your
tracks, explore your catalog and license your works,
thus increasing the opportunity to generate licensing
revenue.
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Online Statements

Productions & Cue Sheets

Provide your clients with online access to their
statements, with additional analytics showing trends
and key financial details.

Store information about productions and episodes
where your works have been used, including
production details (episode name, producer,
production date, ISAN) and cue information (songs,
duration, type).

Why do I need Online Statements?
You will immediately save the time and money
spent printing and distributing physical statements.
You will also significantly enhance the service you
provide client with instant access to statements,
and additional information about their financial
performance that is extremely valuable to them.
It is also an easy way for management to see royalty
information without having to learn how to use
Music Maestro.
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Royalties loaded into Music Maestro are
automatically linked to productions, allowing you to
easily report on income by production.
Why do I need Productions & Cue Sheets?
If you load data from productions without this
module it remains completely unstructured. You
cannot identify what income relates to specific
productions except by manual free text searches of
archive royalties - you will be very unlikely to ever
get accurate productions income reporting.
Productions & Cue Sheets allows you to quickly see
the work, all linked productions, and income by
production.

Using Music Maestro
has strengthened our
relationship with writers
by helping us to provide
accurate registrations,
reporting and timely
accountings of royalties to
our songwriters.
Jamie Purpora
President, Music Publishing
Administration, TuneCore

Vistex’s Counterpoint Suite has been
providing software for music publishers for
over two decades.
Our 200+ publishing clients include:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Beggars Music
Blue Mountain Music
Cloud 9
Domino Publishing
Downtown Music Publishing
Endemol Music
Fintage House
Nettwerk Songs Publishing

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Notting Hill Music
Ole Media Management
Red Bull Media House
Spirit Music Group
Strengholt Music
The Times Music Group
India
■■ TuneCore
■■ Warp Music

Contact Us
counterpointsuite@vistex.com
www.vistex.com
North American
Global HQ: Chicago

Bold Vision. Brilliant Execution.

Los Angeles, CA

Tel: +1 (424) 270 8500

Miami, FL

Make More. Keep More. Grow Smarter.
Vistex provides enterprise solutions that
manage pricing, incentive, rebate, royalty
and channel programs to enhance business
performance while reducing labor and
infrastructure costs. The industry-optimized
Go-to-Market Suite® provides end-to-end
solutions for design, management and
administration of the complete spectrum
of programs. With an unparalleled offering
of software and services, enterprises are
empowered with unprecedented visibility into
program performance, gaining deeper insights
to better enable fact-based decisions that
drive revenue, control cost, minimize leakage,
and streamline processes.

Latin American
Mexico City, Mexico
São Paulo, Brazil

The Counterpoint Suite of products (formerly
Counterpoint Systems) is committed to the
Music, Media and Licensing industries and
provides rights and royalties management
software for music publishers, record labels,
distributors, digital service providers, film,
TV, computer games, brand licensing and
consumer products. With over 25 years of
experience, we are committed to helping you
get the most out of your investment.

EMEA
Appenzell, Switzerland
Lodz, Poland
London, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7543 7500

Moscow, Russia
Walldorf, Germany

Headquartered near Chicago, U.S.A. with
offices around the globe, Vistex services more
than 800 customers worldwide across a wide
range of industries.

APJ
Hyderabad, India
Mumbai, India
Singapore
Sydney, Australia

Software Solutions:
Contract Management

Pricing

Rebates

Benefits

Trade & Channel

Rights & Royalties

Rebates

Performance Management

Payment

